WATCH WHAT HAPPENS

:: 2008 LED SIGNS

DIGITAL MAKES FOR DRAMA. BRING YOUR MESSAGES TO LIFE.

It’s simple, really. Do you want a sign that communicates one single message day after day? Or do you want a sign that
stands out with a flair for the dramatic and can be tailored on a moment’s notice to draw in the exact customer you want
to reach? That’s what we thought. And that’s why an LED sign is right for you.
Watchfire LED signs work as hard for your business as you do. In fact, we like to say we don’t sell signs, we sell advertising.
Which means your sign can wear lots of different hats (sound familiar?). From fundraisers to Father’s Day specials, in a
constantly changing business environment, your sign has to be able to keep up.
And since 1932, nobody in the industry has been able to keep up with Watchfire Signs.

OPPOSITE :: Candy Kitchen :: 19mm Color :: 4’4” x 8’
THIS PAGE :: Hall’s Castleton Grill :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 7’4” :: Dairy Queen :: 35mm Color :: 5’ x 8’ :: Backyard Pool & Patio :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 10’
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:: DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ::

Take the Small Business Administration’s word.

LED signs turn your business into a landmark.

In addition to the flexibility in messaging, the SBA cites LED signs

The SBA also points out that an LED sign almost

as the most effective, yet least expensive form of advertising for

immediately becomes a landmark in its community.

the small business. In a typical American town like Danville, IL, a

Your passing viewers look forward to reading clever

Watchfire LED sign costs $300-600 per month — compared to about

new messages and may even come to rely on your

$1000 in the phone directory.

LED sign for public service announcements, civic
event information, personal and holiday greetings,
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and current time and temperature. All of which
leads to people remembering your business and
where it’s located.
So whether it’s better ROI, better recognition, better

What’s even more valuable than that? Potential customers seeing the

flexibility in messaging or all the above, stepping

message on your Watchfire sign are right there in the vicinity for a

up to an LED sign is a step to more sales for your

sale. Think about it. A special on eggs is a lot more appealing to the

business or organization.

person across the street than the person across town. And you don’t
have to pay to run a whole new print ad just to tell people about it.

According to the SBA:

What’s it all add up to? According to the SBA, businesses using an

:: Small business owners typically see an increase

LED sign typically see an increase in business of 15% to 150%.
Contact your local Watchfire dealer for details and a free traffic analysis.

in business of 15% to 150% with an LED sign.
:: New LED signs cost less than 15 cents per
1000 exposures.
:: An LED sign can turn a small business into
a landmark.

OPPOSITE :: Old National Bank :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 10’
THIS PAGE :: Wyatt Johnson :: 35mm Color :: 6’ x 22’ :: 22nd Street Discount Liquors :: 25mm Color :: 3’ x 8’ :: Waterstone Place :: 19mm Color :: 6’4” x 15’
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:: WHY WATCHFIRE SIGNS ::

People tend to think of a sign in terms of what you can see. But at

More to these rugged signs than meets the eye.

Watchfire, we think of the whole package. That’s how we can offer
the sharpest, most brilliant images, the most durable equipment,
and a simpler design that actually reduces repair time. We even
designed Ignite ® graphics software, our own exclusive program, so our
signs would be easier to use. Because the most beautiful thing your
Watchfire sign can do for you is make your life easier.

Watchfire engineers and manufactures the most
durable and dependable LED signs available.
Since moisture is a mortal enemy of electronic
equipment, we encapsulate each module in a unique
bed of silicone gel that protects them so well from
moisture they can actually run fully submerged
in water for months. And our seamless, extruded

Why Watchfire — find these features on all our signs.
:: Fully encapsulated LED modules seal out moisture so well, they run

aluminum cabinets are far more rugged than sheet
metal and pop-rivet assemblies.

underwater for months on end (after all, moisture and electronics
don’t usually mix).
:: Our windowless design eliminates glare, is 40% brighter, and is
easier to maintain than makes with plastic windows.
:: Rugged construction of extruded aluminum cabinetry (vs. sheet
metal and pop-rivet assemblies) featuring precision mitered

281 trillion reasons to choose Watchfire.
Why Watchfire? Let’s start with over 281 trillion
reasons. That’s how many colors your Watchfire LED
sign can give you with the XVS upgrade — no one
offers a deeper color palette.

corners, solid welds and 30% gloss black polyurethane finishes.
:: 281 trillion colors — no offers a deeper color palette (with XVS).
:: Ignite software is our user-friendly program designed to make
your advertising messages pop.
:: Streamlined design is easier to isolate and repair
maintenance issues.
:: Made in the USA from LED circuit board assembly to aluminum

Zoning guidance: who says you can’t fight City Hall?
Watchfire is familiar with the local covenants and
concerns you can encounter in your community.
We can also help you and your local sign dealer
prepare a presentation for a zoning hearing and in
many cases will attend the hearing with you. Chalk up
another victory for justice.

cabinetry — all manufacturing is controlled in our vertically
designed, computerized, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility
in Illinois.

OPPOSITE :: The Barn Nursery :: 19mm Color :: 8’4” x 18’ :: York Theatre :: 19mm Color :: 4’4” x 10’

:: www.watchﬁresigns.com
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:: IGNITE YOUR CREATIVITY — IGNITE INTEREST ::

Key Benefits:
:: So intuitive and easy to use, you’ll be up to speed
in no time.
:: Preview graphics before you run them.
Your LED sign can’t be working for you if you can’t get it up and
running. And odds are you’re not a software engineer so we
developed Ignite ® graphics software, Watchfire’s proprietary design
software that makes it easy for you to let others see your vision.
Ignite is intuitively laid out with input from actual sign owners so you
can easily navigate your way through an extensive library of options
for your message center.

:: Use images from our EasyArt library with special
collections being added all the time.
:: Edit, schedule and update from just one program.
:: Control your sign through any of several
communication options.

Still feel like you could use a hand? That’s why we have Wizards —
step-by-step guides that walk you through specific tasks you’d like
to perform. Not to mention our user-friendly training manual.
All told, Ignite makes it easy for you to get the most out of your
Watchfire sign — without losing your patience.

Give us a call.
We also have support people standing by six days a week to
answer your programming questions and even offer software
training right over the phone. Because nothing’s more user-friendly
than a human voice.

THIS PAGE :: Nye Motor Company :: 35mm Color :: 3’1” x 10’

“ We now have nine Watchfire
signs and are preparing to
buy another. We have been
extremely pleased with both
their performance and the
benefits we have seen with
our business.”—Cenit Bank, Virginia
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:: PICKING THE RIGHT SIGN ::

Some key questions and common terms you’ll want to

Key Considerations:

be familiar with and consider.

:: What size do you have room for or need?

Looking for a sign to figure out which sign is right for you? From the

:: What is the typical viewing distance of your sign?
(how close people will be when they read your sign
helps determine pixel pitch — a.k.a. resolution)

introduction of our sweet new 16mm color LED sign to our tried and
true 35mm monochrome, the engineers at Watchfire have designed
something to fit just about every need.
If you’re looking to be blown away by animation and live video, you
should consider something in the 16mm to 25mm color range with the
XVS feature. You won’t believe the lifelike images, razor-sharp clarity
and amazingly accurate color reproduction.
If your sign will be in an environment where traffic is typically at
a distance and moving at higher speeds, you might be a candidate
for our 35mm color LED model — designed for viewing large, sharp

:: Will you need video capability? (the XVS upgrade
offers color-calibrated video speed and our
sharpest, most lifelike images)
:: Will you want monochrome or color? (the busier
the advertising landscape gets, the greater your
need for color to grab a viewer’s attention)
:: What is your budget? (you can actually pay on
a monthly basis with Watchfire financing —
comparable to an automobile loan)

images from a distance.
And if you’re looking for our most cost-effective solutions, all signs

A layman’s explanation: pixel pitch equals resolution.

point to our 19mm and 35mm monochrome LED signs. A great way to

Pixel pitch is measured in millimeters (mm), meaning

communicate with customers and turn your business into a landmark.

the center of one pixel (or grouping of LEDs) is a

Ultimately, though, the best way to figure out which Watchfire sign is
right for you is by talking through your needs and parameters with
your Watchfire dealer.

certain number of millimeters from the center of the
next pixel. The tighter the pixel pitch (16mm is our
tightest), the sharper the image. Of course, viewing
distance and pixel pitch also go hand in hand so the
closer viewers will be to your sign, the tighter you
want your pixel pitch to be.
A good rule of thumb for viewing distance is that the
pixels in a 16mm sign will blend seamlessly together
from 16 meters away. In other words, one millimeter
in pixel pitch for every meter away from your sign
people will be.

OPPOSITE :: The Little House of Pancakes :: 35mm Color :: 3’1” x 9’
THIS PAGE :: Michael’s Cafe :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 8’ :: Old National Bank :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 10” :: Newton Center :: 19mm Color :: 4’4” x 12’
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:: YOUR DECISION HAS NEVER BEEN SO CLEAR ::

16mm and 19mm color LED signs with XVS feature.

With 19mm, your choice is clear.

Time to sharpen your advertising methods. X VS is standard on our

:: Razor-sharp images, lifelike video, vibrant colors

16mm color LED signs and available on 19mm and 25mm, meaning

offer tremendous versatility.

you can get the most razor-sharp images, the most accurate color

:: One of our most popular models.

reproduction and the most amazing video capabilities in the industry.

:: 281 trillion (true NTSC) colors.

Most definitely.
:: No one offers a deeper color palette (with XVS).

“ There has not been a week gone
by that we haven’t had at least five
people commment on our sign.”
—Gary Marshall, Gary K. Marshall Agency

Think it can’t get any better? Think again.
Upgrade to the supercharged XVS.
What does an XVS upgrade do for you?
:: Expand your color palette from billions to trillions.
:: Get the sharpest most vibrant display available!

Introducing our 16mm. How sweet it is.

:: Show animation and videos at true “live” speeds.

:: Our sharpest, most lifelike resolution ever – even from the

:: Allow pedestrian and vehicular traffic to read

closest distances.
:: Amazing animations and incredible color depth.
:: 281 trillion (true NTSC) colors.
:: No one offers a deeper color palette.
:: X VS is standard.

your display even longer with 40° wider viewing
angles — the widest possible.
:: Feature events as they happen and draw the
attention no other sign can with a live camera feed.
PLEASE NOTE: X VS is standard on 16mm and an option
on 19mm and 25mm that must be ordered at the time of
manufacture. X VS is not a field upgrade.

OPPOSITE :: Coldwell Banker Realtors :: 19mm Color :: 5’4” x 8’ :: Newton Park :: 19mm Color :: 5’4” x 14’ :: Oscar Event Center :: 19mm Color :: 8’4” x 14’
THIS PAGE :: Piv’s Pub :: 19mm Color :: 3’4” x 9’ :: Savannah West Partnership :: 19mm Color :: 10’6” x 10’ :: Speedway 94 :: 19mm Color :: 4’4” x 11’
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:: SPEED UP SALES IN HIGH-SPEED TRAFFIC ZONES ::

25mm and 35mm color LED signs.

Our 25mm makes your business Main Street’s main attraction.

“Our sign was a very smart
investment. We can show
more messages about
more events in a more
timely manner.”

:: Yet another option with amazing color and attention-grabbing

—Chris Cornell, Danville Area Community College

Are you ready for the big time? These color LED signs are
perfect for big images, big messages, and a big impact on
high-speed traffic. All on a brilliant display that produces
eye-catching animation and video.

capability.
:: An ideal upgrade from our 35mm color LED sign.
:: 281 trillion (true NTSC) colors.
:: No one offers a deeper color palette (with XVS).

Our 35mm color LED sign is a bright choice:
:: Equipped with a remarkably dramatic display.
:: Offers eye-catching animation and video.
:: Ideal for mid- to long-range viewing.

OPPOSITE :: Heritage Cadillac :: 35mm Color :: 4’ x 12’ :: St. Louis Mills :: 35mm Color :: 15’ x 20’ :: Ride Revolution :: 35mm Color :: 5’ x 14’
THIS PAGE :: The Little House of Pancakes :: 35mm Color :: 3’1” x 9’ :: Avoca Christian Church :: 35mm Color :: 3’1” x 10’ :: Ocean City Fishing Center :: 35mm Color :: 6’ x 16’
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:: THE MONARCHY OF MONOCHROME ::

19mm and 35mm monochrome LED signs.

Time & Temp LED Signs.

Watchfire’s monochrome LED signs are classics that helped to set the

Isn’t it time you turned your business into a

standard for LED signage. No longer are you tied to a one- or two-line

landmark? Everybody needs to know the time and

scrolling text message when you choose monochrome. Images and

temperature. And by providing it to them, you can

animated messages show up with a vivid splash.

turn your business into a landmark. People will look
forward to seeing your sign and, more importantly,

19mm monochrome. One color? Not even close.

remember exactly where you are.

:: Offers over 4000 shades of red or amber.

:: Equipped with TimeTracker ® system —

:: Incredibly sharp resolution.
:: Excellent up-close viewing and readability.

satellite-guided to provide precision time
accurate to the trillionth of a second.
:: Digital temperature sensing for increased
reliability and accuracy.

Our 35mm monochrome is outstanding at standing out.
:: Has a striking monochrome display in red or amber.
:: Ideal for mid- to long-range viewing with great visibility for traffic
passing at medium-to-high speeds.
:: Our most cost effective model.
:: Plenty of attention-getting punch.

“ We’ve even had people
come in asking if we
were a new bank in town
(we’ve been here 78 years).”
—Salem Cooperative Bank, Salem, New Hampshire

OPPOSITE :: Calvary Memorial Church :: 19mm Mono Red :: 2’4” x 7’ :: Herrin High School :: 35mm Mono Amber :: 2’2” x 12’ :: Quality Inn :: 35mm Mono Amber :: 4’ x 13’3”
THIS PAGE :: Budweiser :: 35mm Mono Amber :: 3’1” x 10’ :: The Gerber State Bank :: 22” Character Amber :: 2’4” x 4’ :: Ohio Expo Center :: 35mm Mono Red :: 8’ x 8’

:: www.watchﬁresigns.com
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:: SIGNING OFF ::

So there you have it. With Watchfire LED signs, you not only bring

:: Rugged construction of extruded aluminum cabinetry

your sign to life with highly vivid, versatile, dynamic advertising

(vs. sheet metal and pop-rivet assemblies) featuring

capabilities, you can do it with the best LED signs in the industry.

precision mitered corners, solid welds and 30% gloss

From picture quality to durability to user-friendliness to customer

black polyurethane finishes.

service, you can’t beat the overall package of a Watchfire LED sign.
:: Ignite ® software is our user-friendly software
:: Superior picture quality with 281 trillion colors — no one offers a

designed to make your advertising messages pop.

deeper color palette.
:: Small business owners typically see an increase in
:: Our windowless design eliminates glare, is 40% brighter, and is
easier to maintain than makes with plastic windows.

business of 15% to 150% with an LED sign (according
to the SBA).

:: Fully encapsulated LED modules seal out moisture so well, they
run underwater for months on end.

“ We love it! It was a huge expense for a school our size, but the risk
turned into a miracle. The image the sign gives us is wonderful...the sign
says more than we could ever say through advertising!”—Peggy Kroy, Holy Family School

OPPOSITE :: Sevierville Visitor Center :: 19mm Color :: 2’4” x 10’
THIS PAGE :: Furey Wheel World :: 19mm Color :: 6’ x 15’2” :: Genji Japanese Steakhouse :: 19mm Color :: 2’4” x 7’ :: Liberty University :: 35mm Color :: 8’ x 16’
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Ready to put a Watchfire sign to work for you?
Call the Watchfire sign dealer who gave you this brochure.

